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Because of our Planetary coding/consciousness we are able to identify with matter and therefore become
dense ourselves. The Universe allows the illusion of Free-Will on the Third and Fourth Dimensions which
gives us the experience of acting like saints or demons or somewhere in between... by choice.

That is why if we can contact the higher strata of the mind-world by training the corresponding parts of
our brain, as all seekers have attempted to do, we shall gain inconceivable knowledge.

The practice of Remote Viewing attempts to tap into this holographic practice. Humans possess a body
made up of the material of the Physical Plane world...a body containing chemicals in liquid, solid and
gaseous states. This body is interpenetrated by another body, which is its counterpart, known as the
Etheric Body. It constitutes a fine web through which the Electromagnetic Life-forces are fed into the
physical body from the outer Universe.

The combination of these two bodies contain the conscious knowledge of all 12 Dimensions... The Sacred
Hologram
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The battle between good and evil starts here. Forms naturally morph on the Astral Plane... a tree can
easily transform into a wolf. This is because the illusion of good and evil is manifest here and because of
the extreme mutability of form, distrust and fear that exist... e-motion.

This plane is that of Will or Life-spirit and it is of this dimension that the individual "self", the Ego, is a
part. It is the Ego who uses the physical, astral and mind bodies as tools with which to achieve its purpose.
When mind, body and spirit are completely aligned with Divine Will and in harmony and balance... one
with another... you are omnipotent and have achieved conquest over matter.

After careful training, it is possible to leave the physical body safely in the nourishing care of its etheric
web, to go on a Dimensional Journey. This is called astral travel.

When you wish to return you slip back into the restricting burden of your outer coating of flesh. Shamans
are adepts in this area, many times bringing back information to benefit humankind. Unless the person
has been specially trained and practiced, the jar of contact once again with the dense Earth vibrations are
so harsh that it usually snaps the thread of memory of the journey.

Magic, time travel, karma, reincarnation, luck, psychic surgery, flying, mind reading, disembodied spirits,
enchantment, and of course, astral travel, all source from this plane.

The Demi-God/desses of many religions live here. Hell and purgatory are fourth dimensional locales as
well. By embodying the principles of this plane, we enhance the probability of LIVING AMAGICAL
LIFE
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Spiritually, starting from the beginning, it is the last stop downward on the dimensional ladder before we
enter the realms of limitation. We incarnate here as androgynous stellar beings. Since we live on Stars we
have luminous Light Bodies. These eternal forms have no need for pain, the warning signals that physical
bodies provide. Therefore there is no physical suffering. Neither do we suffer from any form of separation
because we constantly experience the Oneness of Mother/Father Creator.

We base our actions entirely on Love, never fear. This is because fear does not exist at this level. We are
unstoppable and living Miraculous lives. Immortality is an experiential given. Many times in a Near
Death Experience, a person will travel thru a long tunnel. The tunnel traverses the darkness (the Fourth
Dimension) and ends in a bright opening of Golden or White Light (the Fifth Dimension). This is the
Birth Canal of the Soul and the doorway to Heaven.

We travel by application of Divine Will. We need not die to have this experience. The shortest distance
between two points is not a straight line or curved line. In the Fifth Dimension, one simply duplicates
herself to her destination(s). We travel by moving through the doorway at the center of the star. We do not
fly as this movement is similar to teleportation. Flying is only a viable means of transportation on the
Third and Fourth Dimensions.

In many Ascension stories, the Earth transforms... along with her inhabitants into her fifth-dimensional
Light Body. This is when Gaia physically shifts from a dense, material body to one of Light... A Star. The
present Earth changes and Ancient prophecies are guides to this probable future. However, the Fifth
Dimensional Manifestation of a star is neither hot nor fiery... It is soft.

This is known as THE MIRACULOUSWORLD...


